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a b s t r a c t

One tank type thermocline thermal energy storage (TES) concept is considered as a possible cost opti-
mized solution for the medium temperature industrial applications, e.g., chemical processing, beverages
industry etc. However, one of the drawbacks of this TES configuration is higher thermocline degradation
at the end of discharging cycles and overall decrease in performance. In current work a new type of
combined sensible-latent heat configuration is introduced to counter these issues. The concept of the
proposed thermal storage configuration is to use structured sensible heat cheap material with the space
between them occupied by encapsulated phase change material (PCM) capsules, forming cascaded
layered packed bed along the tank height and the heat transfer fluid flows between them. A compre-
hensive unsteady numerical model is formulated based on two-phase Schumann model equations to
evaluate performance of the each proposed prototypes. The numerical simulations are performed to
investigate the effect of combined sensible rod structure and multi-layered PCMs designs on thermocline
temperature profiles, exergy outputs, total thermal energy storage, efficiency in the use of total storage
capacity, utilization ratio and the proportion of PCM effectively changing phase. The comparative analysis
is performed for four different configurations, i.e., single layered sensible rod with PCM (SLSPCM)
arrangement and the three cascaded layered sensible rod with PCM (CLSPCM) arrangements. The overall
results show that the TES with a volume fraction arrangement of (40%-20%e40%) is performance wise
the best configuration followed by (25%-50%e25%) and (10%-80%e10%), respectively. And SLSPCM is the
lowest in the row. The analysis presented in the current study shows that the use of multistage PCMs
having suitable combination of layer thickness and fusion temperature together with the inclusion of
cheaper structured filler material, offer an efficient and cost effective TES alternative.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

There is an urgent need to make current energy supply and
demand scenario economically, environmentally and socially more
sustainable [1]. To recover maximum wasted energy from the in-
dustrial waste heat recovery processes [2] and to harness the
maximum potential of solar thermal energy [3]; are considered as
vital alternate energy resources. However, the erratic nature of
these potential energy resources hinder the development of an
innovative and cost effective TES system capable to overcome the
mismatch between seasonal energy supply and demand [4]. One
ang).
tank type thermocline TES systems are 20e37% more cost effective
than two tank type thermal storage units depending on the type of
application [5]. TES systems can generally be divided into two types
based on mechanical assistance for heat transfer; active TES system
and passive TES system. In active TES types usually forced con-
vection mode of heat exchange occurs between the storage mate-
rial and the heat transfer fluid. Whereas, in passive types the heat
transfer mechanism is governed by natural convection or buoyancy
driven forces. In these TES units during the charging cycles heat
energy is stored by raising the internal temperature of storage
material as the HTF is pumped into the tank from top. This heat
energy is recovered during discharging by pumping cold HTF from
the bottom of TES tank. During charge/discharge cycles the thermal
gradient formed between high heated energy regions and low
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Nomenclature

T temperature, K
THTF,out temperature of HTF at outlet, K
Ti initial temperature of storage filler, K
Tmp melting point, K
k thermal conductivity, W/mK
LPCM latent heat of melting, J/kg
HPCM enthalpy of PCM, J/kg
u superficial velocity, m/s
tc cutoff time, s
h0 overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K
hv volumetric heat transfer coefficient, W/m3 K
G mass flow rate per unit cross section, kg/m2 s
ASRS surface area of SRS in a control volume of length Dx,

m2

APCM surface area of PCM capsule in a control volume of
length Dx, m2

Dx size of control volume, m
DP pressure drop, Pa
Nu Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number
Re Reynolds number
Exsup,c overall exergy supplied during charging, J
Exrec,d overall exergy recovered during discharging, J
ESRS energy retained by sensible rod structure, J
EPCM energy retained by PCM, J
EHTF energy retained by HTF, J

fSRS fractions of energy accumulated in SRS, %
fPCM fractions of energy accumulated in PCM, %
Epump pumping work, J
Epump,c pumping work during charging, J
Epump,d pumping work during discharging, J
Eoverall overall input energy, J
Erec energy recovered during discharging, J
EMax.st maximum potential stored energy, J
U.R utilization ratio

Greek Characters
m viscosity, kg/m s
ε porosity
r density, kg/m3

h efficiency, %
hc charging efficiency, %
hdis discharging efficiency, %
hoverall overall efficiency, %
jex exergy efficiency, %
s capacity ratio
g liquid fraction of PCM

Subscripts
HTF heat transfer fluid
SRS sensible rod structure
PCM phase change material
Amb Ambient
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heated energy regions in a single storage tank is called thermocline.
The filler material inside tank helps to maintain thermal gradient
defining the thickness of thermocline region [6]. Flueckiger et al. [7]
presented a very useful review of the various experimental and
numerical studies on thermocline storage tanks. The technical
analysis and economic feasibility to meet any scale of thermal po-
wer unit is primarily based on the integration of TES technologies
using sensible heat or latent heat filler material [8].

Sensible and latent heat TES systems have both advantages and
limitations. Sensible heat TES systems are easily available well
developed technology and use low cost cheap naturally occurring
filler materials like concrete, rocks etc. [9]. However, it exhibits the
limitations of low storage capacity per unit volume and quick
temperature drops at the end of discharging cycles [3]. Whereas,
latent heat TES system is comparatively more attractive because of
its high storage density with small temperature swings and
isothermal features during charging/discharging periods [10].
However, the disadvantages i.e., low thermal conductivity, higher
capacity cost per kWh, unstable thermo-physical properties and
reduced heat exchange rates during thermal recovery cycles caused
by the developing solidification layer; hinder its applicability on
commercial scale [11]. The researchers experimentally investigated
different mixtures of mannitol and galactitol to come up with a
potential PCM candidate for the use in medium temperature TES
applications [12]. The same kind of study was conducted by Singh
et al. to numerically analyze the melting process in an optimized
finned latent heat TES system [13]. The both studies proposed that
D-Mannitol is a suitable candidate for themedium temperature TES
applications.

In the previous studies, majority of the research works focused
on either low temperature (lower than 373 K) TES systems using
PCM e.g., parfinn wax [14,15] or high temperature (greater than
773 K) using storage materials such as inorganic salts, ceramics,
metallic alloys etc. [9,16]. There is a gap to further explore the po-
tential of TES for medium temperature applications [11]. An
investigation conducted by Flueckiger et al. [17] concluded that the
overall thermal performance is not improved significantly when
the sensible filler material is replaced with latent heat storage
material. This issue is tackled by using multistage layers of PCM
with increasing melting points from bottom of tank to the top. But
this is achieved at the expanse of complicated design and higher
storage material costs [18].The effect of fill ratio of the encapsulated
PCM layers on thermocline TES using cascaded arrangement of
PCMs was examined by Zhao et al. [19]. Aldoss et al. [18] used PCM
capsules of paraffin wax with different thermal properties and
showed that by increasing the number of multiple PCMs stages, the
rate of charge/discharge process is improved with enhanced heat
transfer rate and higher capacity ratio. Elfeky et al. [20] presented
comparative energy analysis of single and multistage PCM ther-
mocline TES units by using numerical simulations. They concluded
that during charge and discharge cycles, the overall efficiency of the
three-stage PCMs configuration is higher than that of the single
PCM configuration.

The literature review shows that limited studies have been
carried out to investigate the hybrid effect of combined sensible-
latent heat storage material on thermocline characteristics. Ma-
jority of these studies used packed bed filler as storage material
which later on experiences the issue of thermal ratcheting [21]. The
researchers [22] proposed structured design of the sensible heat
storage media, as it has the advantage to avoid thermal ratcheting
and for a given volumemore thermal energy can be accommodated
even at higher temperatures [23]. N. Ahmed et al. [24] investigated
the thermocline behavior of combined sensible-latent heat storage
tank and presented a parametric analysis showing the effect of
porosity variation, inlet velocity and feature size on the discharging
performance of the TES system. Zanganeh et al. [25] used 1D
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numerical model for sensible and latent heat sections of the ther-
mocline storage tank with separate equations for fluid and filler
material. They studied the effect of PCM placed on the top of packed
bed. It was concluded that choosing a suitable combination of
melting temperature and heat of fusion help to stabilize fluid outlet
temperature around its melting point, but it has no significant ef-
fect on its efficiency. Galione et al. [26] used energy conservation
equations to numerically investigate multilayered solid PCM
concept using different design configurations. The analysis
concluded that the multilayered solid PCM concept is a promising
alternative for thermal storage systems.

In our previous work [27,28], comparative thermo-economic
analysis of the proposed configuration concluded that combined
sensible-latent heat TES prototype is performance wise and
economically more optimized solution than the pure sensible or
pure latent heat TES configurations. However, more investigation is
needed to explore the correct usage of PCM together with sensible
structured material to enjoy the maximum potential of hybrid TES
configuration. To the best of authors’ knowledge, no work was
found for one tank thermocline TES configuration using the concept
of structured storage material filled with multi-layered PCM cap-
sules having different melting points for medium temperature
applications. The main focus of the current work is to enhance
thermal performance of storage tank by proposing a new type of
combined sensible-latent heat TES configuration, which is filled
with reduced amount of cascaded PCM capsules together with the
inclusion of sensible heat cheaper structured storage material.
Fig. 1. Sketch of the cascaded layered proposed configuration. PCM-1, PCM-2 and
PCM-3 have melting point decreasing from high to low, respectively.
2. Model formulation

In the current numerical model, the geometric configuration of
TES consists of sensible rod structures (SRS) positioned vertically
along the tank height with gaps between the structured rods as
shown in Fig. 1. Encapsulated PCM capsules with a uniform porosity
value occupy the spaces between SRS. The tank has distributors at
the end sections to make sure that during charge/discharge the
fluid is distributed uniformly in radial direction. The formulation of
numerical model is performed for sensible and latent heat sections
of TES tank by coupling with the conditions of HTF at their in-
terfaces. Four types of TES configurations are investigated with
design arrangements as shown in Fig. 2. The single layered sensible
rod with PCM (SLSPCM) configuration contains only one type of D-
mannitol PCM capsules between SRS. In cascaded layered sensible
rod with PCM (CLSPCM), the melting point of different PCM layers
decreases from top to bottom along the tank height. The main idea
behind cascaded-layered design arrangements is the proper
placement of high to lowmelting point PCM capsules between SRS.
These latent heat filler materials form three stages to maximize the
capacity ratio and energy/exergy utilization.

In CLSPCM there are three types of cascaded designs of PCMs
having three different kinds of phase change materials PCM-1,
PCM-2 and PCM-3. These PCMs exhibit different melting points
as mentioned in Table 1 along with their thermophysical proper-
ties. The PCMs are selected based on the criterion favoring ther-
mocline behavior of TES units during charge/discharge process.
PCM-1 placed on the top in cascaded layer arrangement has the
melting point greater than discharging threshold temperature of
448 K. The melting point of middle PCM-2 lies between the dis-
charging threshold and charging threshold temperatures i.e., 438 K.
Whereas, the melting point of bottom PCM-3 is less than the
charging threshold of 430K. These three PCMs are chosen based on
the series of DSC investigations carried out by the authors [12,13]
using different mixtures of Galactitol and Mannitol as a potential
candidate for medium temperature TES applications. The design
arrangements of PCM capsules for the considered four TES pro-
totypes are shown in Table 2. In cascaded arrangement of PCM
capsules, Galactitol is placed as the top PCM-1, D-Mannitol as
middle layer PCM-2 and an eutectic mixture of Mannitol and
Galactitol in molar ratio of 70:30 is used as the bottom layer PCM-3.

The most relevant assumptions for a differential control volume
of height Dx along the tank are:

1. Axisymmetric computational domain is considered with
incompressible fluid flow.

2. Negligible conduction in fluid along the axial direction.
3. Uniform distribution of fluid flow and solid storage material in

radial direction.
4. Negligible radiation heat transfers and inter particle heat con-

duction in PCM capsules.



Fig. 2. Sketch of PCM arrangement along the tank height between SRS for different configurations (a) SLSPCM (b) CLSPCM-1 (c) CLSPCM-2 (d) CLSPCM-3.
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5. The adiabatic boundary condition is used for the well-insulated
storage tank, thus no thermal losses from the tank walls to the
surroundings.
Table 1
Properties of PCMs [12,29e32].

Property PCM-1 PCM-2 PCM-3

Melting point (K) 460 438 426.4
Heat of fusion (J/kg) 3.54 � 1005 3.006 � 1005 2.92 � 1005

Specific heat of liquid PCM (J/kg K) 3500 1310 1095
Specific heat of solid PCM (J/kg K) 3395 1200 1010
Density (kg/m3) 1470 1520 1390
Thermal conductivity of PCM (W/m K) 0.4 0.29 0.35
6. No gradient of variables in the radial direction is present. This is
justified a one-dimensional model.
Table 2
Design arrangements of PCM capsules for the considered configurations.

Configuration Arrangement of PCM capsules

SLSPCM 100% (D-Mannitol)
CLSPCM-1 10% (Galactitol) þ 80% (D-Mannitol) þ 10% (Eutectic Mixture of

mannitol and galactitol in molar ratio of 70:30)
CLSPCM-2 25% (Galactitol) þ50% (D-Mannitol) þ25% (Eutectic Mixture of

mannitol and galactitol in molar ratio of 70:30)
CLSPCM-3 40% (Galactitol) þ 20% (D-Mannitol) þ 40% (Eutectic Mixture of

mannitol and galactitol in molar ratio of 70:30)
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2.1. Governing equations

Based on the considered assumptions, the numerical model is
reduced to unsteady axisymmetric problem with separate equa-
tions for HTF, sensible heat structured material and multilayered
PCMs, respectively. The fluid flow is considered as laminar, New-
tonian incompressible with its thermos-physical properties taken
as constant over the range of temperature. Accordingly, the general
system of governing equations for the developed numerical model
can be written as follows.

a. For fluid

The formulated energy balance equation for the fluid flowing
with a superficial velocity u entering at a temperature Tin in control
volume (A Dx) and the internal storage material having an initial
temperature of Ti is written as [33].

v

vt
ðAHTF DXrHTF εTHTFÞþV:ðrHTF uAHTF DX THTFÞ

¼hv;SRS ASRS DX
Cp;HTF

ðTSRS�THTFÞ þ S1
(1)

where

S1 ¼
v

vt

�
rPCMAPCMDX HPCMð1� εÞ

Cp;HTF

�
(2)
HPCM ¼

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

Cps;PCMTPCM TPCM � Tsolidus

Cps;PCMTPCM þ LPCM�
Tliquidus � Tsolidus

� ðTPCM � TsolidusÞ Tliquidus > TPCM > Tsolidus

Cps;PCM
�
Tmp � Ti

�þ Cpl;PCM
�
Tfinal � Tmp

�
þ LPCM TPCM � Tliquidus

(8)
where S1 is an additional transient term added to account for the
enthalpy change of PCMwhich is caused due to heat exchange with
HTF.

b. For sensible heat solid material

Similarly, the energy conservation equation for sensible heat
solid storage material is governed by

v

vt

�
rSRS Cp;SRS AHTF DX TSRSð1� εÞ�¼ hv;SRS ASRS DXðTHTF�TSRSÞ

(3)

The interstitial volumetric heat transfer coefficient hv, governs
the heat exchanged by fluid with the filler material inside storage
tank. It is a calculated from overall heat transfer coefficient h0 of the
storage bed. Heat transfer coefficient is evaluated separately for
encapsulated PCM capsules and sensible rod structure using the
correlations [34].

hv ¼6h0ð1� εÞ
D

(4)

Thermal resistance is created by the fluid due to convection on
exterior surfaces of PCM capsules and solid rod structure. It is a
function of thermo-physical properties of fluid, bed porosity and
Reynolds number. The correlation suggested byWakao et al. is used
to calculate the Nusset number [35].

Nu¼2þ 1:1
�
6ð1� εÞ0:6

�
Re0:6Pr

1 =

3 (5)

where Re, the Reynolds number and Pr, the Prandtl number are
calculated using the following correlations

Re¼ ruD
m

; Pr ¼ mCp
K

(6)

c. For PCM storage material

Enthalpy method is used to study phase change phenomenon in
PCM capsules caused due to heat exchange with HTF and is gov-
erned by the equation [36].

v

vt
ðrPCMð1� εÞHPCMÞ¼ hv;PCMðTHTF�TPCMÞ (7)

where the enthalpy value HPCM, is a function of temperature TPCM
and is evaluated depending on the region in which it lies during
melting or solidification process. Following three sub-states define
the temperature range of phase change phenomenon for the
encapsulated PCM:
The enthalpy equation for latent heat storage material is used to
evaluate the temperature of phase change material with enthalpy
being dependent variable and temperature as an independent
variable.

The pressure drop in TES unit is estimated using the following
relation [37].

DP¼2ð1� εÞHG2

r ε
3r

�
1:75þ 300

m

G r

�
(9)

The fractions of energy accumulated in SRS, fSRS and PCM, fPCM
relative to the total thermal energy stored in the thermocline tank
are evaluated using the following relations [25].

fPCM ¼ EPCM
ESRSþEPCM þ EHTF

(10)

fSRS ¼
ESRS

EPCMþESRS þ EHTF
(11)

where EPCM, EHTF and ESRS are the heat energy retained by PCM, HTF
and SRS filler, respectively. Note that the HTF confined within the
storage tank contributes with an extra sensible heat energy to the
overall storage capacity.
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In order to evaluate the energy extraction potential of the pro-
posed TES unit, the overall exergy balance of HTF is evaluated using
exergy efficiency (jex). It is defined as the ratio of overall exergy
recovered during the discharging cycle (Exrec,d) to the overall exergy
supplied during charging cycle (Exrec,c).

jex ¼
Exrec;d
Exsup;c

(12)

where

Exrec;d¼
ðtfinal;d
t0;d

_mHTF cp;HTF

 
THTF;out�THTF;inlet�Tamb ln

THTF;out
THTF;inlet

!
dt

(13)

Exsup;c¼
ðtfinal;c
t0;c

_mHTF cp;HTF

 
THTF;out�THTF;inlet�Tamb ln

THTF;out
THTF;inlet

!
dt

(14)

It results into exergy flow quantity which is the difference be-
tween the exergy entering and leaving the storage tank with the
HTF.

The charging efficiency is defined as the ratio of the fraction of
thermal energy stored in filler material (SRS and PCM) at the end of
the charge cycle (Estored) to the summation of overall input (Eoverall)
and pumping work (Epump,c) [38]:

hC ¼
Estored

Eoverall þ Epump;C
(15)

Discharge efficiency is defined as the ratio of amount of recov-
ered energy (Erec) to the summation of initial stored energy and
pumping work (Epump,d):

hd ¼
Erec

Estored þ Epump;d
(16)

The overall cycle efficiency is defined as the ratio of the energy
extracted from the TES tank for a single charge/discharge cycle to
the summation of energy stored and pumping energy required [38].

hOverall ¼
Erec

Estored þ Epump;c þ Epump;d
(17)

where the energy required to pump the HTF is evaluated by the
relation [38].

Epump ¼
ðtd
0

ADp G
rHTF

dt (18)

During the numerical simulations, charge/discharge operational
time is not fixed but it depends on the threshold temperature value
of fluid coming out of the proposed TES system.

The utilization ratio is calculated by using the ratio of amount of
thermal energy that is extracted during discharge process to the
maximum potential of energy storage that could be recovered if the
storage materials were to be cooled to the initial temperature [39].

U:R¼ Ed
EMax:st

(19)

where the amount of discharged thermal energy is calculated by
evaluating the difference between energy that is stored at the end
of the charge process to the energy retained by the storage filler at
the end of discharge period:

Ed ¼ Estored;c � Estored;d (20)

The capacity ratio characterizes the amount of thermal energy
stored during the charge process as compared to the theoretical
maximum thermal energy that can be stored when the tempera-
ture of storage material is in equilibrium with the fluid inlet
temperature.

s¼ Ed
EMax:st

(21)

2.2. Initial and boundary conditions

The numerical model is solved with the following set of initial
and boundary conditions:

(i) At t ¼ 0�
Ti ¼ THTF ¼ TSRS ¼ TPCM ¼ 405 K charging
Ti ¼ THTF ¼ TSRS ¼ TPCM ¼ 498 K discharging (22)
(ii) At inlet section for t > 0�
THTF ¼ 498 K;u ¼ 0:0015 m=s charging
THTF ¼ 405 K;u ¼ 0:0015 m=s Discharging

(23)
(iii) At symmetry axis:

dTHTF
dy

¼0;
du
dy

¼ dv
dy

¼ 0 (24)
(iv) At outer wall:

dTHTF
dy

¼0;
dTPCM
dy

¼ 0;
dTSRS
dy

¼ 0; u ¼ v ¼ 0 (25)
(v) At outlet of storage tank:

dTHTF
dx

¼0;
dTPCM
dx

¼ 0;
dTSRS
dx

¼ 0; P ¼ 0 (26)

2.3. Numerical modeling

A comprehensive transient numerical model is formulated to
evaluate the performance indices of the four different types of
hybrid TES configurations and the geometric parameters are shown
in Table 3. The computational domain of TES tank has a height of
6 m and radius of 2.5 m. It has a porosity value of 0.5 with filler
material distributed radially uniform for the all considered TES
configurations. The structured rod and PCM capsules have the
radius of 0.03 m and 0.01 m respectively. The formulated one
dimensional numerical model is implemented by using energy
balance equations as User Defined Scalar (UDS) transport equations
in FLUENT software. SIMPLE scheme is used with second order
implicit scheme for the transient formulation of temporal terms.
Spatial discretization is performed which uses Least Square Cell



Table 3
Geometric parameters with material properties of SRS and HTF.

Parameter Value

Tank height (H), m 6.0
Tank radius (R), m 2.5
Porosity (ε) 0.5
Density of brick manganese (r SRS), kg/m3 3000
Conductivity of brick manganese (KSRS), W/m K 5.07
Specific heat of brick manganese (Cp,SRS), J/kg K 1130
Density of HTF (r HTF), kg/m3 940
Conductivity of HTF (KHTF), W/m K 0.10
Specific heat of HTF (Cp,HTF), J/kg K 2000
Viscosity of HTF (mHTF), kg/m s 4.90 � 10�04

Threshold Temperature of HTF during charging (Thc), K 430
Threshold Temperature of HTF during discharging (Thd), K 448
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based method with first order upwind schemes. The numerical
simulations use quadrilateral dominant mesh grid. The numerical
solutions converge when residuals for the UDS and flow variables
approach values less than 10�6 and 10�3, respectively. This meth-
odology is adopted to account for the performance evaluation of
combined sensible-latent heat TES system due to the variation in
melting temperature and layer thickness of PCM capsules. The
numerical simulations are carried out to address the concerns of
quick thermocline degradation during charging/discharging cycles
and maximize total energy/exergy utilization while stabilizing the
fluid outlet temperature.

In order to verify the accuracy of the developed numerical
model, it is necessary to ensure that the results are independent of
the grid size. In the current study a grid independence test is per-
formed which validates that the results obtained from the nu-
merical simulations are independent of the mesh size. Four
different grid sizes are employed in the current study while keep-
ing the constant time step of 0.3 s. The grid sizes are G-1¼0.0025m
(finer), G-2¼ 0.005m (fine), G-3¼ 0.0075m (coarse), G-4¼ 0.01m
(coarser). Fig. 3 shows the variation in PCM capsule temperature at
the center of storage tank (x ¼ H/2) and fluid temperature at the
outlet for different grid sizes during charging process. There is a
Fig. 3. Temperature of PCM capsule and HTF at the outlet as function of time at
different grid sizes.
great divergence of temperature in PCM capsules if the coarser grid
size of 0.01m is used. However, it is clear from the presented results
that the calculation accuracy of the numerical solutions cannot be
further improved by using more refined grid size than 0.0075 m.
Hence, in order to maintain the calculation accuracy and save
computational time, the mesh size of 0.0075 m is selected for
further numerical simulations of the TES systems.

2.4. Model validation

The formulated numerical model is validated separately for
sensible and latent heat storage sections. The numerical model for
sensible heat storage section is validated by comparing the simu-
lation results with the experimental data reported by Kuravi et al.
[40]. The laboratory-scale TES prototype unit varied the tempera-
ture of HTF between 300 �C to 600 �C and large sized bricks are
used as storage material. The numerically evaluated and the
experimentally measured temperatures of HTF at different axial
locations along the tank height at a mass flow rate of 0.0447 kg/s is
shown in Fig. 4a. The temperature profiles of fluid are evaluated
with in the storage tank at the coordinate points of (0.09, 0.28575)
and (0.8, 0.28575). The comparison of numerical results and
experimental data shows a maximum and mean deviation of 7.86%
and 5.43% respectively, which confirms the validity of the current
model, The developed numerical model for latent heat storage
material is validated using the experimental results of pilot scale
TES prototype reported by the researchers [15] in which they used
PCM capsules filled with Praffin Wax and water as HTF. Fig. 4b
shows PCM temperature profiles at different locations of the tank
during continuous charging cycles with constant inlet fluid tem-
perature of 373 K for a mass flow rate of 2 l/min. These temperature
profiles are analyzed in the storage tank at the coordinate points of
(0.09, 0.28575) and (0.8, 0.28575). The predicted results present a
reasonable trend as stated in experimental measurements with a
maximum andmean error of 8.17% and 4.5%, respectively. However,
a little inconsistency between the experimental and numerically
evaluated results may be attributed to the reasons that the con-
ductivity of capsule shell thickness is not considered in the current
work but it is included in the experimental study. It is also because
of the simplification of the model neglecting inlet effects of HTF at
the entry and the difference in real thermo-physical properties. An
overall agreement of the numerically evaluated results with the
experimental data confirms validity of the numerical model,
forming foundation for the comparative simulation study which is
presented and discussed in the next section.

3. Results and discussion

In the current study the melting point is chosen intelligently for
the cascaded layered PCMs i.e., decreasing the melting point from
top to bottom and choosing the fusion temperature within ad-
missible range to the charge/discharge threshold temperatures. It
helps to achieve an enhanced utilization of the whole storage ca-
pacity. To use the proposed TES system for an arbitrary medium
temperature application, the outlet temperature of fluid during
discharging process is limited by the minimum threshold temper-
ature of 448K. This temperature is admissible for the fluid feeding
to the specific process. Similarly, the charging process is controlled
by the threshold temperature of 430K for the bottom PCM capsules
making sure maximum utilization of the whole storage capacity.
Therefore, charging/discharging cycle time and the amount of
stored energy are evaluated by the level of temperatures attained
by fluid at the outlet within admissible temperature range. A
thermal buffering effect is created by the layer of PCM capsules
positioned at the end sections of the storage tank between rod



Fig. 4. Model validation using comparison between numerical results and experi-
mental data for (a) Sensible heat storage section (b) Latent heat storage section.

Fig. 5. Distribution of temperature profiles along tank height at different instants
during (a) charging (b) discharging.
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structure and it helps to keep the temperature of fluid close to its
melting point. This helps to stabilize the fluid outlet temperature
while the remaining storage material is charged or discharged with
sensible heat energy. Meanwhile the main objective is the evalua-
tion of thermocline performance of single storage tank using
different cascaded layer designs of PCM with variable thicknesses
and hybridized with sensible heat material in the context of me-
dium temperature applications.
3.1. Temperature profiles in TES systems

The thermocline temperature profiles of HTF inside tank at
different instants for the four different prototypes are plotted in
Fig. 5. The phase transition state of the PCM capsules when it is
between the solidus temperature and liquidus temperature is
represented by an interface called pinch point interface. The pinch
point interface collapse or break down when the PCM has
completely melted. During the charge process as can be seen
(Fig. 5a) at t ¼ 50 min for the SLSPCM and CLSPCM-1, the pinch
point interface in top layer has stretched into the PCM-2 layer,
while a portion of the top PCM-1 capsules for CLSPCM-3 are still in
the phase change process. Simultaneously after a charging period of
100 min, the PCMs in top layer of CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-3 are
completely in molten state; causing the breakdown of pinch point
interface with PCM-2 layer. This is because higher thickness of top
PCM-1 layers (1.5 m and 2.4 m for CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-3
respectively) require more melting heat and longer time. After
these instants, the high heated HTF in the respective designed
configurations is free to propagate at increased velocity through the
storage tank. It is observed that in the final cycles of charge process,
more than three quarters of the filler material in the CLSPCM and
SLSPCM case has achieved the hot inlet temperature. This is
because the higher percentage volume i.e., 40% of the top PCM-1
capsules having high melting point of 460 K takes longer time to



Fig. 6. Variation of temperature profiles at x ¼ H/2 as a function of time during charge
and discharge process.
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breakdown pinch point interface. Moreover, during the charging
process for a low melting point PCMs, the higher difference in
temperature between the PCMmelting point and the hot inlet fluid
stimulates a bigger driving force for heat transfer. This promotes
quick progression of the PCM interface. However, when themelting
point is high along with greater percentage thickness of PCM as in
the top PCM-1 layer for the CLSPCM-3 design; the movement of
pinch point interface is slowed down limiting the growth of hot
region. Since CLSPCM-1 contains lesser volume fraction of the high
melting point PCM-1(10%) as compared to the other CLSPCM de-
signs, it finishes the phase transition process earlier during the
initial charge cycles. This result into the breakdown of pinch point
interface more swiftly. Similarly, it is true for SLSPCM design as
there is no fraction of high melting point PCM-3 and it contains
only single layered PCM-2 with low heat of fusion as compared to
PCM-3. For the same location from the inlet of storage tank, this
design reaches the pinch point interface relatively quickly.

The same reasoning can be used to explain the solidification
process in PCM along the tank height and fluid temperature profiles
during discharging process. Fig. 5b shows that the pinch point
interface at the bottom PCM-3 has stretched up to the top PCM-1
capsules, while a portion of the upper PCM is still in the phase
transition process. The lower solidification point of the PCM-3
capsules at the bottom section of storage tank causes the inter-
face point move upward slowly and thus limiting the progression of
cold region. The comparative results show that the lower volume
fraction of high solidifying PCM-3 capsules for CLSPCM-1 at the
bottom induces the completion of solidification process quicker
than that of CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM3, respectively. Moreover, dur-
ing the discharging process, the initially fully charged hot tank
reaches the outlet threshold temperature when the part of PCM-1
capsules placed near the outlet section under goes phase change
i.e., starts solidifying. The position of phase changing capsules in-
side the storage tank can be identified by the location where there
is a steep thermal gradient ranging from 435 K to 440.8 K for SLPCM
and this for the final state of effective discharge time is located at
about 4.1m from the bottom. Therefore, the subsequent discharge
process shows that only some part of the available latent energy is
exploited in SLPCM design. Moreover, the sensible heat capacity of
both the PCM and HTF is much less harnessed than the that of SRS
which will be explained in coming results.

Fig. 6 shows the comparative temporal variation of fluid tem-
perature profiles along the tank height at x ¼ H/2 for SLSPCM,
CLSPCM-1, CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-3 during charge and discharge
process. It is observed that during the charging process an
increased rate of heat transfer occurs at the pinch point of PCM
interfaces and the fluid exits through the interface at a temperature
around the phase change temperature. All the considered TES
configurations contain layer of PCM-2 at the center of storage tank
with a melting point of 438 K but the layer thickness is different in
each design arrangement as explained in section 2. It can be seen
that during charging process the longest phase transition period for
CLSPCM-3 from solid to liquid is 15min followed by CLSPCM-2with
9 min. Whereas, CLSPCM-1 and SLSPCM take almost the same
phase change duration of 7 min. This is because higher volume
fraction of high melting point PCM-1 capsules placed at the upper
part of storage tank takes longer time to melt, resulting into low
exergy fluid flow for the incoming PCM capsules. Whereas, during
discharging process apparently the temperature profile of HTF
around the center of PCM-2 in case of CLSPCM-3 shows lower
thermocline characteristics as compared to the other configura-
tions. It means that variation of fluid temperature profiles at the
center of tank are at lower values for CLSPCM-3 but in the pre-
ceding sections it will be at higher value as will be discussed in
coming results. This happens due to smallest volume fraction of
PCM-2 of 20% as compared to 50%, 80% and 100% exhibited by
CLSPCM-2, CLSPCM-1 and SLSPCM, respectively. This is also
because the increased melting point of PCM-3 and PCM-2 layers
from bottom to upper part of TES tank, take the advantage of
incoming high exergy fluid flow. It help to accelerate phase tran-
sition process at the pinch point interfaces of PCM-2 capsules. This
results in to enhanced utilization of latent heat energy as well as
extraction of sensible heat from SRS.

The comparison of fluid temperature profiles for the considered
four design configurations at the outlet section of storage tank
during charge/discharge process as a function of time are shown in
Fig. 7. The slope of curve can be used to predict rate of heat
exchanged between HTF and the filler material i.e., SRS and PCM.
The steeper the slope of curve, the greater the rate of heat transfer
and the quicker will be charge/discharge process. Fig. 7a shows that
during the charging process, CLSPCM-3 takes longer time to charge
but the higher fusion heat value for greater volume fraction of top
layered PCM-1 capsules results into higher thermal storage ca-
pacity. The profiles of fluid temperature at outlet of storage tank
show that SLSPCM takes 17% 20.5%, 21% less time to charge quicker
than CLSPM-1, CLSPM-2 and CLSPCM-3, respectively. This is
because hot zone moves downward along the PCM bed due to
complete molten state of the top PCMs before the malformation of
pinch point interface. And for CLSPCM-1 design, this results into top
thin layered PCM-3 facilitating higher energy exchange at a hot
operating temperature.

Fig. 7b shows that CLSPCM-3 and SLSPCM has the best and
worst thermal performances during the discharge process,
respectively. CLSPCM-3 design has a longer discharging period of
193 min followed by CLSPCM-2, CLSPCM-1, SLSPCM with 188 min,
168 min and 152 min, respectively. These results indicate that the
use of cascaded layered PCM between SRS help to enhance the
energy/exergy output, making use of top and bottom PCMs solidi-
fication temperature with the influence of PCM layer thicknesses.
However, this effect is more significant for CLSPCM-3 design due to
the subsequent release of fluid around the phase transition tem-
perature of the PCMs (PCM-1) which are placed at upper sections of
the tank. Moreover, it can be seen that during the same discharging



Fig. 7. Temperature of fluid at the outlet as a function of time during (a)charge (b)
discharge process.

Fig. 8. Variation of temperature profiles at the center of PCM capsules which are
placed at mid of each layer thickness during (a)charge (b) discharge process.
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time the CLSPCM configurations release HTF in higher exergy state
as compared to SLSPCM configuration. Therefore, these results
show that the proposed cascaded layered solid PCMs design exhibit
a consistent performance both during charging and discharging
process.

In order to understand and evaluate the effect of variable vol-
ume fractions of PCMs in the descending order of their melting
points from top to the bottom of tank, it is important to analyze the
variation of temperature profiles in each PCM layer thicknesses.
Fig. 8 shows the temporal variation of temperature profiles at the
center of PCM capsules for the considered four designed configu-
rations. These PCM capsules are located at the mid of each layer
thickness during charge/discharge process. For CLSPCM-1 the
center positions of PCM-1, PCM-2 and PCM-3 along tank height are
located at 0.3 m, 3 m and 5.7 m respectively. And for CLSPCM-2 the
center positions of PCM-1, PCM-2 and PCM-3 are situated at 0.76m,
3 m and 5.26 m respectively. Similarly, for CLSPCM-3 the center
positions of PCM-1, PCM-2 and PCM-3 are located at 1.2 m, 3 m and
4.8 m respectively. The rate of melting or solidification of PCM
capsules depends upon the position of phase changing capsule
along the tank height in each of the proposed configuration. Their
effect on the rate of charge or discharge is represented by the slope
of the curve. The steeper the slope the better the dynamic perfor-
mance of TES system. Fig. 8a shows that PCM-1 capsule for
CLSPCM-1 takes only 9 min to change it into molten state, followed
by CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-3 with 25 min and 39 min, respectively.
This is because lower heat of fusion is required for small PCM layer
thickness, which accelerates the phase transition process. It makes
quick progression of high heated HTF for the coming PCM-2 and
PCM-3 layers of capsules. As can be seen that PCM-3 which lies at
x ¼ 5.7 m in case of CLSPCM-1; takes longer time for phase tran-
sition because it is 7.7% and 15.7% more near to the outlet than in
case of CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-3, respectively. But it possesses
lower exergy values, while PCM-3 for CLSPCM-3 exhibit highest
exergy potential and results into higher overall storage capacity.



Fig. 9. Comparative temperature variation of PCM, SRS and HTF in TES tank during (a)
charging (b) discharging.
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The same reasoning can be used to explain the solidification
process in three layered PCM capsules during the discharge process
as shown in Fig. 8b. The results show that PCM-3 capsule has lower
thermocline temperature profiles for CLSPCM-3, followed by
CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-1. This can be attributed to the reason that
the higher temperature difference between the HTF and the PCMs
in preceding sections of the tank results into greater heat driving
force. But later on greater percentage volume fraction of the
remaining PCM-3 capsules provide overall higher potential of en-
ergy extraction for CLSPCM-3 and CLSPCM-2 than CLSPCM-1.

In order to evaluate the overall performance of a TES unit, it is
critical to analyze the effects of comparative temperature distri-
bution of storage filler material i.e., PCM and SRS, on thermocline
profiles of HTF. Fig. 9 shows comparative temperature distribution
of PCM, SRS and HTF at x ¼ 0.75H as a function of time during
charge and discharge process. During the charge process as can be
seen in Fig. 9a, the general trend of temperature profiles for all the
configurations except CLSPCM-3 show that there is a phase tran-
sition around 438 K. This is because these design configurations
contain PCM-2 capsules at 4.5 m from the inlet section of tank.
Whereas, CLSPCM-3 contains PCM-3 capsules at the same location
and is a part of 40% volume fraction of the whole PCM layer
thickness. This causes quick phase transition of the PCM capsules
around 426 K at 127 min compared to the other configurations.
Moreover, it can also be observed from zoomed part of the graph
that PCM temperature profiles are at higher exergy states than that
of SRS, fluid respectively and it tries to keep the HTF close to its
melting point.

Fig. 9b shows that the thermocline layer thickness keeps on
expanding as the discharge period proceeds and the temperature
reduction of SRS and HTF is high until PCM arrives at its phase
transition temperature i.e., 438 K for CLSPCM-2, CLSPCM-1 and
SLSPCM. Here the layer of PCM-2 acts as a thermal buffer for HTF
and the cold inlet fluid exchanges heat energy with the storage
material (SRS and PCMs), while the PCM capsules try to keep the
temperature close to its melting point. Hereafter, during phase
transition the reduction in fluid temperature is very minor or
ignorable over the discharge period as long as PCM keeps on
releasing its latent heat and the liquid fraction in PCM starts to
decrease. The results show that, for all the configuration cases once
the PCM capsule is completely solidified, the temperature profiles
of SRS are at higher value than that of phase changematerial. This is
due to the release of only sensible heat by PCMs. It is also noted that
the temperature difference between HTF and PCM profiles becomes
smaller after phase transition as charge/discharge process pro-
ceeds. Therefore, the overall temperature distribution of combined
sensible-latent heat TES system show that during discharging
when the cold fluid enters through the bottom and the temperature
gradient moves to the top section of tank; the layers of lowmelting
point PCM capsules placed near the outlet section remain still in
molten state and act as a thermal stabilizer for the outgoing HTF.
However, themelting point of PCMs along the layer thicknesses and
SRS filler material, affects its thermal gradient at every instant.
Phase change material tries to keep the fluid temperature close to
its melting point until majority of the PCM near the outlet has so-
lidified. Since the temperature remains within admissible range,
the process continuous and the rest of the upstream filler material
can be effectively thermally discharged. It allows comparatively
longer discharge time and higher thermal energy filling of the
whole storage tank. The same effect is also illustrated in Table 4,
where the fractions of energy retained after a discharging period of
150 min is evaluated for SRS, PCM and fluid inside the storage tank
relative to the total thermal energy.
3.2. Performance parameters of TES systems

The capacity of TES systems in terms of total amount of energy
transferred during charge process and the amount of energy
recovered from the tank during discharge process for the proposed
TES designs are shown in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b, respectively. The
amount of energy transferred or extracted by the HTF from storage
material during charge/discharge cycles is limited by the cutoff
temperatures within admissible temperature range of 430 K and
448 K, respectively. The graph shows that the CLSPCM-3 attains the
highest performance, CLSPCM-2 the second, CLSPCM-1 the third
and SLSPCM is lowest in the row. The CLSPCM-3 design exhibits the
superior performance because it possesses the best matching layer
thickness and melting temperature distribution of the PCM cap-
sules with the temperature profiles of HTF. Also because the greater



Table 4
Fractions of energy retained relative to total thermal energy after a discharging period of t ¼ 150 min.

Configuration Energy fraction of PCM (fPCM), % Energy fraction of SRS (fSRS), % Energy fraction of Fluid (ff), %

CLSPCM-1 59 32 9
CLSPCM-2 63 29 8
CLSPCM-3 66 28 6
SLSPCM 58 31 11

Fig. 10. Total energy (a) transferred during charging (b) recovered during discharging
as a function of time.

Fig. 11. Performance parameters for the considered four different configurations.
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volume percentage of PCM-1 results into higher storage potential
and then this high value of storage capacity is exploited by multi-
layered arranged PCM capsules within the admissible temperature
range. SLSPCM shows the reduced charge/discharge thermal per-
formance due to the low heat transfer rate between PCM-2 filler
and the HTF. SLSPCM is discharged quickly after152 min. Whereas,
CLSPCM-1 and CLSPCM-2 deliver the useful energy in 168 min and
188 min, respectively. Whereas, CLSPCM-3 exhibit the highest
discharging period of 193 min. Moreover, it is noted that the low
melting point PCM-3 at the end section of tank serves as a buffer to
maintain the saturation conditions, allowing the TES unit to
discharge for longer duration and recover greater heat energy at
higher exergy state.

Fig. 11 shows comparative thermal performance results in terms
of charging, discharging efficiency and overall efficiency. CLSPCM-3
design attains the highest overall efficiency of 80%, followed by
CLSPCM-2, CLSPCM-1 and SLSPCM exhibiting 78%, 72% and 65%,
respectively. This is attributed to the reason that each of the PCM-3
and PCM-1 layers placed at the lateral sections of tank, take the
advantage of incoming high exergy fluid flow which help to
accelerate phase transition process at the pinch point interfaces of
the proceeding capsules. This results in to enhanced utilization of
latent heat energy as well as extraction of sensible heat from SRS.
For CLSPCM-1, the higher volume fraction i.e., 40% of top PCM-1
during charging process takes longer time to break the pinch
point interface. However, the higher temperature difference be-
tween the preceding PCMs melting point and the hot inlet fluid
stimulates a bigger heat driving force. This promotes quick pro-
gression of the PCM interface. Moreover, the high percentage layers
of lowmelting point PCM-3 capsules placed near the outlet section
remain in liquid state for longer time and act as thermal stabilizer
for the outgoing HTF. This results into enhanced potential of energy
extraction and improved overall energy efficiency for CLSPCM-3 as
compared to CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-1, respectively. Moreover,
SLSPCM shows the least overall energy efficiency because of low
heat transfer rate between single layered PCM-2 and HTF. It causes
lower extraction of latent heat and some part of the thermal energy
remains unused due to the solidification.

Additional performance indices of the investigated TES designs
are enlisted in Table 5. CLSPCM-3 and SLSPCM show the best and



Table 5
Performance indices of the four different configurations.

Performance Parameter SLSPCM CLSPCM-1 CLSPCM-2 CLSPCM-3

Effective discharging time (min) 152 168 188 193
Utilization ratio 0.49 0.55 0.65 0.74
Capacity ratio 0.59 0.61 0.68 0.75
Exergy efficiency (%) 58 64 73 78
Storage capacity (kWhr/m3) 123.8 126.4 135.3 140.1
Pump energy/Stored energy (%) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06
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the lowest exergy efficiency of 78% and 58%, respectively. The
pumping energy required to overcome the pressure drop in TES
system is less than 0.061% for all the considered configurations. The
higher utilization ratio of 0.74 for CLSPCM-3 case indicates that
high and low melting point PCMs placed at the lateral sections of
tank act as thermal “buffer” for the outgoing HTF. It tries to keep the
fluid temperature close to the melting point until majority of the
PCM near outlet has solidified, resulting into enhanced exergy ef-
ficiencies. Moreover, in Table 5 the value of storage capacity per unit
volume indicates that the thermal performance of TES configura-
tions is very much influenced by this factor. High volume per-
centage (40%) of PCM-1 layer in the upper section of storage tank
for CLSPCM-3 results into 3.5% and 9.5% higher storage capacity
(kWhr/m3) value than that of CLSPCM-2 and CLSPCM-1, respec-
tively. Whereas, SLSPM exhibit the least storage capacity of 123.8
kWhr/m3. This is because of relatively greater thickness of PCM-1
layer and higher storage density. Higher storage capacity value
means more thermal energy is available to be recovered during
discharging period and hence this results into longer discharging
time with enhanced overall efficiency.
4. Conclusions

In the current study, transient, two-phase Schumann model
equations are evaluated numerically to investigate the influence of
combined sensible-latent heat storage material on thermocline
characterization. The main idea of the current work is to fill a
thermocline TES tank with cascaded PCM capsules comprising of
different volume fractions in such a way that majority of it can
effectively undergo the phase change and together with the in-
clusion of sensible heat cheaper structured material; offering a
much more efficient and cost-effective thermal storage alternative.
The main findings from the current work are summarized follows;

(1) An optimized cascaded design of multilayered PCMs with
suitable combination of melting point and layer thickness in
between sensible heat structure material, is a critical aspect
in defining the overall performance of a single TES unit.

(2) The selection of PCMs within admissible temperature range
placed at the lateral ends of storage tank must be made
carefully. As these layers with decreasing melting points and
variable thicknesses must take the advantage of incoming
high exergy fluid flow to accelerate the phase transition
process at the pinch point interfaces of PCM capsules during
charge/discharge cycles. This enhances the utilization of
latent heat energy as well as extraction of sensible heat from
SRS.

(3) CLSPCM-3 design offers considerably improved charge/
discharge thermal performance than the other three
considered prototypes. This is because the temperature
profiles of HTF matched well with the cascaded PCM layer
thicknesses and the melting point variations along the tank
height within admissible temperature range.
(4) The lower utilization ratio of 0.49 for SLSPCM configuration
indicates that the PCMs at the bottom of the tank are not
melted completely and the highest temperature achieved for
the single layered PCM is much lower than that of CLSPCM-3
exhibiting the utilization ratio of 0.74. This is because of the
buffer effect of PCM capsules placed at the lateral sections of
storage tank. These try to keep fluid temperature close to the
melting point until majority of the PCM near outlet has so-
lidified, resulting into enhanced exergy efficiencies.

(5) CLSPCM-3 attains the highest overall efficiency of 80% fol-
lowed by SLSPCM-2, SLSPCM-1 having 78%, 72%, respectively
and SLSPCM is last in the row with 65%. CLSPCM-3 and
SLSPCM show the highest and the lowest exergy efficiencies
of 78% and 58%, respectively.

The design analysis presented in the current work shows that
for CLSPCM configurations, the correct arrangement design of PCM
layers with suitable fusion temperature and volume fraction in
between structured rod is a critical aspect in determining the final
performance of the TES system.
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